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Abstract
The role of intelligent agents becomes more social as they are expected to act in direct 
interaction, involvement and/or interdependency with humans and other artificial enti-
ties, as in Human-Agent Teams (HAT). The highly interdependent and dynamic nature of 
teamwork demands correctly calibrated trust among team members. Trust violations are an 
inevitable aspect of the cycle of trust and since repairing damaged trust proves to be more 
difficult than building trust initially, effective trust repair strategies are needed to ensure 
durable and successful team performance. The aim of this study was to explore the effec-
tiveness of different trust repair strategies from an intelligent agent by measuring the devel-
opment of human trust and advice taking in a Human-Agent Teaming task. Data for this 
study were obtained using a task environment resembling a first-person shooter game. Par-
ticipants carried out a mission in collaboration with their artificial team member. A trust 
violation was provoked when the agent failed to detect an approaching enemy. After this, 
the agent offered one of four trust repair strategies, composed of the apology components 
explanation and expression of regret (either one alone, both or neither). Our results indi-
cated that expressing regret was crucial for effective trust repair. After trust declined due to 
the violation by the agent, trust only significantly recovered when an expression of regret 
was included in the apology. This effect was stronger when an explanation was added. In 
this context, the intelligent agent was the most effective in its attempt of rebuilding trust 
when it provided an apology that was both affective, and informational. Finally, the impli-
cations of our findings for the design and study of Human-Agent trust repair are discussed.
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1 Introduction

In a wide variety of domains, such as healthcare, military, transport, but also in and around 
the regular household, autonomous systems are increasingly deployed as teammates rather 
than tools. This is reflected in the fact that humans and autonomous systems accomplish 
goals together, like driving a car, performing surgery, and providing domestic handicap 
assistance as human-agent teams (HATs). We define a HAT as a team consisting of at least 
one human and one intelligent agent, robot, and/or other AI or autonomous system [59]. 
The artificial component of the team will be referred to as an intelligent agent, defined as 
an artificial entity that observes and acts upon an environment autonomously and that is 
able to communicate and collaborate with other agents, including humans, to solve prob-
lems and achieve (common) goals [8, 47]. As such, the role of intelligent agents becomes 
more social as they are expected to act in direct interaction, involvement and/or interde-
pendency with humans and other artificial entities. Technology is no longer merely viewed 
as a tool to achieve a certain goal, but people create unique social relationships with auto-
mated and autonomous entities [7, 30, 51]. This requires a more comprehensive set of 
social skills. Equipping autonomous systems with teaming capabilities is changing the way 
in which people interact with them.

One of these social skills relates to the calibration of trust. For an optimal collabora-
tion between humans and intelligent agents, it is important that the level of human trust is 
warranted by the agent’s capabilities [21]. If the former exceeds the latter, this may cause 
humans to overly rely on the agent (“overtrust”); the latter exceeding the former may result 
in disuse (“undertrust”). A host of studies have shown that system errors negatively affect 
the level of trust people have in a system, and, consequently, their willingness to rely on 
subsequent agent advice [22, 37, 61]. For trust to be calibrated, however, humans would 
need to be able to determine whether the intelligent agent is to blame for the violation 
or rather the situation [41]; failure to attribute a trust violation to the situation may cause 
an unwarranted decrease in the human’s trust and reliance. Other studies have shown that 
people may be more forgiving when they understand why a trust violation may sometimes 
occur [6, 60]. Considering this, optimal collaboration between humans and intelligent 
agents relies heavily on the agent’s capacity to effectively communicate with the human, 
i.e., to explain why a violation has occurred, so as to remedy damaged trust. This study 
focuses on the development of human trust in intelligent agents within a HAT and explores 
whether offering an explanation or an expression of regret after a trust violation can effec-
tively repair trust.

1.1  Teamwork

A successful human team allows members to share workload, monitor other team mem-
bers, and contribute their expertise to subtasks. Team members are each assigned a spe-
cific role and must interact dynamically, interdependently, and adaptively to achieve a 
common and valued goal or mission [39]. To be successful, teams require both task-
work and teamwork. Taskwork is defined as the interaction of individual team members 
with tasks, tools and systems, while teamwork represents a set of interrelated thoughts, 
actions, and feelings of each team member that are needed to function as a team 
through coordination and cooperative interaction [48]. In other words, human teamwork 
largely depends on a variety of internal processes that are partly unconscious and often 
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communicated implicitly [16]. Implicit communication includes emotional, nonverbal 
exchanges that are, although at times subtle, a crucial complement to the explicit infor-
mation in a verbal interpersonal exchange [21]. Unconscious reasoning and implicit 
communication are typically human skills. It enables important aspects of human team-
work, such as understanding responsibilities, norms and interaction patterns [39]. It 
allows us to create a shared understanding and to assess other members’ commitment to 
the task or the social intent in their communication [43]. As human teams will increas-
ingly be complemented by intelligent agents, new challenges arise on whether intelli-
gent agents can effectively participate in team processes as we understand them today 
[39].

Given that even the most advanced intelligent agents will be fundamentally different 
from human team members and will have fewer social abilities, the question whether the 
psychological mechanisms that shape human collaboration will still operate in the same 
way arises. As technology matured over the last decades, the relationship between humans 
and machines fundamentally changed. It has become more social, as human operators are 
no longer the main controller, but increasingly share control with artificial counterparts. 
With the introduction of artificial team members, researchers explored whether humans 
apply the same rules to computers, machines and robots as they would to fellow humans.

According to the CASA-paradigm (Computers Are Social Actors), people treat comput-
ers as if they were social actors, applying the same social rules, norms, and expectations 
to their interaction with computers as soon as social cues pertaining to, for example, per-
sonality traits or gender, are provided [23]. Incorporating such cues in intelligent agents 
can trigger anthropomorphism, i.e. the tendency to make organic attributions to inorganic 
entities [39]. Anthropomorphism, in turn, may cause human operators to generate a more 
sympathetic and user-friendly mental representation of the agent [5]. On the one hand, 
anthropomorphism can be beneficial, as humans are more likely to collaborate with intelli-
gent agents if they show the same qualities and traits that allow humans to team with other 
humans [53]. Culley and Madhavan [5], on the other hand, argued that including anthro-
pomorphic cues may have a considerable impact on the calibration of trust in an agent, as 
it strengthens the human tendency to attribute human features to non-human entities. As a 
result, a human might base its level of trust on characteristics attributed to the agent, rather 
than on actual experiences with the agent itself and trust may turn out to be misplaced [5].

However, other research suggests that human-agent interaction is qualitatively differ-
ent from interpersonal interaction [28, 33, 57]. Recent developments in autonomous driv-
ing, for instance, show that although self-driving cars are statistically safer than human 
drivers, fatal accidents involving self-driving cars evoke a stronger public response than 
accidents involving human drivers [52]. Research shows that even a single error from a 
robot strongly affects a person’s trust [45]. Research suggests that people often consider a 
machine as nearly infallible and that they have a natural tendency to follow the advice of 
automation, a phenomenon known as the automation bias [63]. These high expectations 
result in a steeper decline in trust in case of a machine failure than it would in case of a 
human error, as humans are considered to be inherently fallible [28, 29]. This is in line 
with the notion of algorithm aversion, the tendency for people to more rapidly lose faith 
in an erring decision-making algorithm than in humans making comparable errors [52]. 
Apparently, trust violations by machines are viewed and judged differently than trust viola-
tions by humans [14].

As AI technology matures, agents will become more social and more frequently 
deployed in social roles. Therefore it seems likely that people will increasingly treat intel-
ligent agents as social actors and more readily apply the same rules, potentially triggering 
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undesirable biases and heuristics. The challenge is to incorporate social skills in a way that 
supports human-agent teaming, without being misleading.

1.2  Trust

Trust is a fundamental aspect of teamwork. Perceived trustworthiness is one of the decisive 
factors when we consider to engage in some sort of cooperation with another entity [11]. 
Trust facilitates collaboration and cooperation between interdependent actors. When team 
members with different roles, skills, and task responsibilities work together towards a com-
mon goal, they rely on each other and must trust their teammates that they will perform 
as required in order to accomplish that goal [20]. The highly interdependent and dynamic 
nature of teamwork demands trust among team members to be correctly calibrated in order 
to perform successfully [20]. We define Human-agent trust as the human’s willingness to 
make oneself vulnerable and to act on the agent’s recommendations and decisions in the 
pursuit of some benefit, with the expectation that the agent will help achieve their common 
goal in an uncertain context [11, 15, 21, 30, 42, 52]. As trust relates to the willingness to 
be vulnerable, it is often associated with risk and the perceived probability of loss by the 
trusting person(s) [4]. To minimize the risks and maximize the benefits, the aim should be 
calibrated trust, which refers to a balanced relation between the perceived trustworthiness 
of an intelligent agent and its actual trustworthiness. Poor calibration, meaning either over-
trust or undertrust, can lead to inappropriate reliance on intelligent agents, which can com-
promise safety and profitability [21]. Especially under complex and uncertain conditions, 
the establishment of calibrated trust among teammates is essential for efficient collabora-
tion and communication and ultimately team performance [40, 59].

Trust tends to be less influential with stable, well-structured conditions without much 
uncertainty. As artificial agents become more complex and go beyond a simple tool with 
sharply defined and easily understood behaviors, the importance of trust increases [21]. 
Trust becomes a more reliable predictor of subsequent behavior when complexity and 
unexpected circumstances make a complete understanding of the system impossible. The 
feeling of trust plays a crucial role in people’s ability to overcome the cognitive complexity 
and the uncertainty that is associated with increasingly sophisticated intelligent systems 
[21]. People in complex, uncertain, or even high-risk situations can suffer attentional over-
load, which triggers automatic processing (based on fast and effortless biases and heuris-
tics), where many aspects of causal reasoning occur outside conscious awareness [16]. One 
way to enable people to focus their limited attentional capacity is by using emotions to fill 
in the gaps in rational [26]. When cognitive resources are insufficient for rational decision 
making, feelings may guide behavior [21]. Lee and See [21] note that, in both human-
agent trust as in interpersonal trust literature, the influence of affect is typically underval-
ued, while the impact of cognitive capacities is often exaggerated. Affective aspects of trust 
presumably have the most direct impact on behaviour however, since people not only think 
about trust, but foremost feel it [9].

Studies on trust do not solely focus on the beneficial effects of trust, but also expose 
the complex processes through which trust develops. Given the complexity and unpredict-
ability of many situations in which intelligent agents are deployed, like military operations 
and city traffic, agents will not always be able to make perfect decisions or come to cor-
rect conclusions. Hence it is conceivable that an intelligent agent will at some point in 
time provide their human teammate with an incorrect advice. An incorrect advice and its 
potentially damaging consequences may lead to a decrease in trust and in the willingness to 
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accept further information from the agent, and as a consequence, limited benefit from the 
advantages that intelligent agents have to offer [10, 12]. In addition, it has been shown that 
repairing damaged trust is more difficult than building trust initially [17], which further 
underscores the importance of effective trust-repair strategies.

1.3  Trust repair

1.3.1  Interpersonal trust‑repair strategies

In interpersonal trust literature, multiple strategies for trust repair are found, such as ignor-
ing the occurrence of the trust violation, denying responsibility for the violation, or apolo-
gizing for the violation [17, 18, 58]. The current study will focus on apology, as this is the 
most common trust repair strategy [25]. Providing an apology is a way for the apologizer 
to show an understanding of the “social requirement” for an apology when any sort of trust 
violation has occurred; the apologizer acknowledges that she is aware that she has done 
something that made the other person feel disadvantaged or hurt. Additionally, the apol-
ogy may include an emotional expression that could provide context for the apologizer’s 
intentions, for example ‘If I had known that the book was that important to you, I would 
never have given it away” [25]. An apology can consist of multiple components, including 
(1) an expression of regret about the costly act (i.e. I am very sorry), (2) an explanation of 
why the failure occurred, (3) an acknowledgement of responsibility for the mistake, (4) an 
offer of repair, (5) a promise that it will not happen again in the future, and (6) a request for 
forgiveness [1, 25, 38, 58]. Some components are more common than others. An analysis 
by Lewicki and Polin [25] found that apologies usually included an expression of regret 
and an explanation for why the violation occurred. Other apology components were less 
common, less clear or not at all included in the apologies that were found. In interpersonal 
interaction, trust violations are shown to result in less damage when apologies for the vio-
lation had been provided, compared to when no apologies had been given [17, 55]. Fur-
thermore, research suggests that the composition of an apology matters. An older study in 
which the number of apology components was manipulated showed a linear trend, where 
more apology components were perceived as more effective than fewer components [49]. 
This implies that the more extensive the apology, the smaller the damage.

1.3.2  Non‑human apology

Research findings of studies dedicated to the effects of apologetic messages by comput-
ers and other forms of automation are somewhat ambiguous. Generally, research shows 
that providing an apology can benefit the feelings of the human towards an artificial entity 
[1, 3, 6, 49, 56]. Studies that looked at human-agent trust found that agents that expressed 
empathetic emotions towards the human (e.g. “I am sorry” or “I apologize”) were trusted 
more than agents that did not [3, 24]. Moreover, people are more likely to trust and rely 
on an automated decision-support system when given an explanation why the decision aid 
might err [6], or when they inferred such explanations after observing system behaviour 
themselves [60]. The effectiveness of a trust repair strategy seems to depend on situational 
factors such as timing [46], violation type [50, 54] and agent type [19]. Research on the 
effect of timing suggests that apologies for a costly act were only effective when performed 
not immediately after the violation occurred, but rather when a new opportunity for decid-
ing whether to trust the robot arose [46]. In terms of violation types, an apology appears to 
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be the most effective trust repair strategy after a robot performs a competence-based trust 
violation, whereas denial proves to be more effective in case of an integrity-based violation 
[50]. Other research suggests that for human-like agents, apologies were the most effective 
when attributed internally, whereas for machine-like agents apologizing with an external 
attribution was more effective [19]. Humans have a natural tendency to follow the advice 
of automation, even when they do not know the rationale behind the suggestions, which 
can lead to overtrust. Insight into agent reasoning appears to allow the human to effectively 
calibrate their trust in the agent, which reduces this automation bias and improves per-
formance [63]. Other research on apologies focused mainly on performance. Akgun et al. 
[1] found that apologetic error messages that included both an expression of regret and 
an explanation had a positive effect on participants’ self-appraisals of performance, when 
interacting with a system that errs. Tzeng [56] showed that the provision of brief apologetic 
feedback (i.e. “Sorry, this is not a correct guess” or “We are sorry that the provided clues 
were not very helpful for you”) did not affect the user’s overall assessment of the program, 
but did make the participants feel better about their interactions with the program and think 
of the computer as less mechanical and more sensitive to their emotions. New approaches 
are needed to understand the potential impact of apologetic messages from non-human 
agents on human-agent trust.

1.4  Current study

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of the apology components expression of 
regret (i.e. “I am sorry”) and explanation on the development of trust, after it has been 
violated. The experimental environment resembles a first-person shooter game where par-
ticipants carry out a mission whilst being advised by an intelligent agent. The intelligent 
agent is represented graphically as a virtual robot. An encounter with the enemy after an 
incorrect advice from the agent is expected to cause a violation of trust and a drop in peo-
ple’s willingness to accept subsequent advice [45]. Intentionally breaking trust allows us 
to examine the effectiveness of different strategies in the trust repair phase. Immediately 
after the violation has occurred, the agent attempts to repair trust by offering an apology 
that consists of an expression of regret or an explanation, a combination of both, or neither. 
The main research question is how trust develops over time when an intelligent agent uses 
different strategies to repair trust after a trust violation has occurred. We expect to find an 
effect for both expression of regret and explanation. The combination of components is 
expected to be the most effective strategy for trust repair.

2  Method

2.1  Design

A 3 (Time: prior to violation [T1], after violation [T2], after repair [T3]) × 2 (Regret: pro-
vided or not) × 2 (Explanation: provided not) mixed-design was used. Time was a within-
participant factor and Regret and Explanation were varied between participants. The main 
dependent variables were trust and advice acceptance. Participants were randomly assigned 
to one of the four trust-repair conditions (explanation only: n = 18; regret only: n = 16; nei-
ther: n = 14; both: n = 18).
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2.2  Participants

There were 66 participants, most of them students at the University of Twente. Their age 
ranged from 19 to 55 with a mean of 24.6 (SD = 5.6). 37 of participants were male. The 
participants were recruited through SONA, a test subjects pool at the University of Twente. 
Participants received credits for participation. In addition, the fastest participant to finish 
the experiment received a prize of 50 euros.

2.3  Task and procedure

The experimental environment that was built in Unity3D resembled a first-person shooter 
game. Participants carried out a mission whilst being advised throughout the game by their 
artificial team member with its robotic embodiment (Fig. 1). For the control of the intel-
ligent agent, the Wizard of Oz method was used; the agent was controlled by one of the 
experiment leaders in an adjacent room, while the participant was kept under the impres-
sion that it was operating autonomously.

Participants were first presented with information about the study and a consent form. 
Upon agreeing to participate, each participant was randomly assigned to one of the four 
trust repair conditions. Participants started with a training session to get familiar with the 
controls and to test the volume of the audio. Participant wore headphones to hear the audi-
tory messages from the agent.

For the actual task, participants were instructed to head back to basecamp as fast and 
careful as possible, since they were running low on ammunition. In addition to getting 
from A to B as fast as possible, they had to watch out for enemies along the way. The 
basecamp was marked by a red flag and located on top of a mountain. The basecamp was 
visible for most of the route, so participants knew what direction to go. At three points 

Fig. 1  Screenshots of the task environment
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throughout the scenario, the agent provided the participants with information on whether 
it detected enemies or not and the corresponding advice to take shelter or continue mov-
ing. The agent communicated through auditory messages. Although the task environment 
resembled a first-person shooter game, participants were told to avoid hostile contact due 
to their ammunition shortage. After an advice was given, the game paused and participants 
were asked to turn to a second screen and to rate their willingness to accept the agent’s 
advice through a single-item questionnaire. Advice acceptance was always measured 
directly after the participant received an advice. Participants were told that by answering 
the question, they made their decision to accept the advice or not; they did not actually 
have to seek shelter when they returned to the game. Participants were told that during the 
questionnaire break, ten minutes had passed in the game. A few moments after continuing 
the game, participants received feedback from the agent on whether the advice had turned 
out to be correct or not. Feedback was either provided by the agent itself through a audi-
tory message (e.g. “my advice was correct”), or by an external event (i.e. the appearance 
of an enemy, indicating that the advice to move forward had been inaccurate). The agent’s 
first advice was correct (see Table 1). The agent’s second advice was incorrect, resulting 
in the encounter with the enemy and provoking a trust violation. During this encounter 
with the enemy, participants could only continue once they had eliminated the enemy with 
their firearms. During the confrontation, the enemy kept shouting and the periphery of the 
screen coloured red to create a sense of threat. Participants did not know that they actually 
had an endless supply of ammunition or that the enemy could not eliminate them in the 
game. Although some took longer than others, in the end every participant succeeded in 
eliminating the enemy. The rationale behind this confrontation was to startle the participant 
and to provoke a trust violation. There were no further consequences to their performance 
on this part of the task. After receiving feedback, the game paused again and participants 
were asked to fill out the trust questionnaire on the second screen. A few moments after 
continuing the game after the second trust measure (i.e. violated trust), the trust repair 
manipulation followed (see Fig. 2). The agent offered an apology that consisted of either 
an expression of regret or an explanation, a combination of both, or neither. To assess the 
effect of the trust repair strategy, both advice acceptance and trust were measured directly 
after the third advice. The third advice was again correct, but this performance feedback 
about the last advice was provided later on to avoid interference with the effect of the trust 
repair manipulation. A schematic timeline is presented in Fig.  2. After the participant 

Table 1  Overview of messages from the agent throughout the experiment

Type of message Message from the agent

Advice T1 I have detected enemies, so I advise you to take shelter
Feedback T1 The advice I gave you was correct. The enemy was getting 

closer, and if you had not taken shelter, you would probably 
have been discovered by now

Advice T2 I am not detecting any enemies, so i advise you to move forward
Feedback T2 –
Repair See Table 2
Advice T3 I have detected enemies, so I advise you to take shelter again
Feedback T3 The advice I gave you was correct. The enemy was getting 

closer, and if you had not taken shelter, you would probably 
have been discovered by now
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finished the game, a final questionnaire measured the concepts ‘anthropomorphism’, ‘like-
ability’, ‘perceived intelligence’, ‘perceived usefulness’, ‘feeling’, ‘game experience’ and 
demographics.

The auditory messages by the agent are displayed in Table 1 and were the same for all 
participants. The trust repair message varied between participants as it depended on the 
factors Explanation and Regret (Table 2). Messages from the agent were communicated 
through computerized speech. Speech was created using an online website for converting 
text into speech,1 using a male voice speaking US English.

2.4  Materials

2.4.1  Questionnaires

Unless described otherwise, 7-point Likert scales ranging from ‘completely disagree’ to 
‘completely agree’ were used.

2.4.2  Advice acceptance

Acceptance of advice was measured by a single item: “the probability that I will follow the 
buddy’s advice is [very low–low–slightly low–slightly high–high–very high]”, on a six-
point scale.

2.4.3  Trust

Trust in the agent contained three subdimensions with a total of 11 items (α = .84): compe-
tence (4 items, i.e. “My buddy has a lot of knowledge on navigating through this environ-
ment.”) (α = .86); benevolence (3 items, i.e. “My buddy puts my interests first.”) (α = .72); 
and integrity (3 items, i.e. “My buddy is honest.”) (α = .61). The items were based on the 
constructs of McKnight and Chervany (32).

Fig. 2  Schematic timeline of the experiment. Each phase consisted of (1) an advice from the agent, (2) an 
advice acceptance questionnaire (clipboard icon with the letter A), (3) a moment of feedback (verbal or 
experienced), and (4) a trust questionnaire (clipboard icon with the letter T)

1 Text was converted to speech with http:// www. fromt extto speech. com/, using the voice ‘John’ in US Eng-
lish at medium speed.

http://www.fromtexttospeech.com/
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2.4.4  Self‑efficacy

Self-efficacy was measured with three items (i.e. “I am sure of my skills for performing 
this task”) (α = .89).

2.4.5  Godspeed: perceived anthropomorphism, likeability and intelligence

The Godspeed questionnaire (Bartneck et  al., 2009) was used to measure perceived 
anthropomorphism, likeability and intelligence. For each item, the participant was 
presented a pair of two opposite words and asked to indicate to what extent they per-
ceived that their buddy possessed this quality. Each concept was measured by five word 
pairs. Examples of pairs are for anthropomorphism ‘Machine-like’ versus ‘Humanlike’ 
(α = .65); for likeability ‘Unfriendly’ versus ‘Friendly’ (α = .86); and for intelligence 
‘Incompetent’ versus ‘Competent’ (α = .86).

2.4.6  Perceived usefulness

Perceived usefulness of the agent was measured by four items (i.e. “Thanks to my buddy 
I was able to decide faster.”) The participant was asked to rate these on a six-point scale, 
ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘to a great extent’. (α = .84).

2.4.7  Feeling

Feeling was measured with a four item scale to assess the participants’ feelings dur-
ing the experiment. Each item starts with ‘I felt…”, followed by the words: ‘nervous’, 
‘scared’, ‘worried’ and ‘anxious’. Answers were rated on a six-point scale ranging from 
‘not at all’ to ‘to a great extent’ (α = .77).

2.4.8  Game experience

Game experience measured to what extent the participant had experience with playing 
games (specified as virtual reality games, shooter- or fighting games and others) with a 
single question. The response scale varied from ‘never’ to ‘more than one hour a day’.

2.4.9  Demographics

Lastly, two demographic items assessed the participant’s age and gender.

3  Results

3.1  Advice taking

A Repeated-Measures ANOVA was conducted with the between-subject factors Regret 
(present or absent) and Explanation (present or absent) and the within-subject factors 
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Time (prior to violation [T1] versus after violation [T2] versus after repair [T3]). Here, 
advice taking was the dependent variable.

A significant main effect of Time [T1–T3] on advice taking was obtained F(2, 
124) = 40.16, p < .001, partial η2 = .39 with means of 5.85 at T1, 6.09 at T2 and 4.43 at 
T3. This means that after the first advice turned out the be correct, participants were more 
willing to accept the subsequent advice. When the second advice proved to be incorrect 
however, participants were less inclined to follow up the advice that was provided after the 
trust violation.

There were no statically significant main effects of Regret and Explanation on advice 
taking. Nor were there any interaction effects between Time, Explanation and Regret on 
advice taking found.

3.2  Trust

For the dependent variable Trust, a Repeated-Measures ANOVA was conducted with the 
between-subject factors Regret (present or absent) and Explanation (present or absent) and 
the within-subject factor Time (prior to violation [T1] versus after violation [T2] versus 
after repair [T3]).

A significant main effect for Time [T1–T3] on Trust was obtained (see Table 3). Means 
were 5.06 at T1, 4.01 at T2 and 4.44 at T3. All three timepoints were included in the 
ANOVA to measure the development of trust. Results of the LSD post-hoc test shows a 
significant difference between T1 and T2 (p < .000), which reflects a violation of trust and a 
significant difference between T2 and T3 (p < .000), which reflects an overall trust recovery 
effect. There were no statistically significant main effects of Regret and Explanation.

A significant interaction effect between Time [T1–T3] and Regret on trust was found 
(see Table 3). This interaction effect reflects both a difference in how the trust violation 
is perceived across different groups and a difference in the degree of trust repair when 
the agent provided an expression of regret opposed to when the agent did not provide an 
expression of regret in its apology.

A significant interaction effect between Regret and Explanation on trust was found (see 
Table 3). This effect reflects a difference in the level of trust between conditions, averaged 
over time. None of the other two-way interactions were statistically significant.

Table 3  Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) table for the 
dependent variable Trust

a. Computed using alpha = .05

Source df F p η2

Between-subjects effect
Explanation 1 0.05 0.828 0.00
Regret 1 0.09 0.765 0.00
Regret * Explanation 1 4.32 0.042 0.07
Error 62
Within-subjects effects
Time 2 53.66 0.000 0.46
Time * Explanation 2 1.30 0.277 0.02
Time * Regret 2 3.81 0.025 0.06
Time * Explanation * Regret 2 3.31 0.040 0.05
Time (error) 124
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A significant three-way interaction effect between Time [T1–T3], Explanation and 
Regret on trust was found (see Table 3 and Fig. 3). LSD post-hoc analysis shows a sig-
nificant difference between groups in how they react to the incorrect advice prior to 
T2. On average, the participant group in the condition with both regret and explana-
tion shows significantly lower levels of trust at T2 compared to participants groups in 
the conditions with solely explanation (p = .007) and the condition with solely regret 
(p = .010) at T2. There were no other significant differences between groups on specific 
timepoints.

In order to further investigate this interaction, two separate analyses were conducted 
for when regret was absent and when it was present. Splitting the file by regret shows 
an interaction effect between Time and Explanation only when regret was present (F (2, 
64) = 4,69, p = .013). This means that an explanation only affected trust when the agent 
also expressed regret.

In order to measure the effects of the trust repair strategies, simple effects were cal-
culated to compare trust scores before and after provision, between T2 (after the viola-
tion) and T3 (after the attempted repair), for each experimental condition. T1 is left out 
since this analysis focusses on the effects of the trust repair strategy that occurs between 
the trust measures on T2 and T3. As shown in Table 4, increases in trust between T2 
and T3 were only significant when an expression of regret was provided. This effect is 
marginally significant when no explanation is given (p = .056), and stronger when it is 
accompanied by an explanation (p < .001).

Fig. 3  Estimated marginal means used to represent the relation between Time [T1–T3] (X-axis), trust 
(Y-axis), explanation (blue line presents explanation absent, red line represents explanation present) and 
regret (left panel represents regret absent, right pane represents regret present). Error bars represent the 95% 
confidence interval (Color figure online)

Table 4  Simple main effects 
of regret, explanation and time 
[T2–T3]

Regret Explanation Δ time Sig

0 0 T2 T3 0.199

1 T2 T3 0.142
1 0 T2 T3 0.056

1 T2 T3 0.000
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3.3  Correlations

For the correlations, initial trust (T1) is used as this is considered the purest trust meas-
ure with the least interference of occurrences during the experiment. Correlations show 
that trust was higher when the agent was considered more human-like (r(64) = .45, p < .00), 
likeable (r(64) = .45, p < .00), intelligent (r(64) = .48, p < .00) and useful (r(64) = .61, 
p < .00). Furthermore, the higher the level of trust the more likely the participant was to 
follow the advice (r(64) = .51, p < 00). With regard to advice taking, participants were more 
likely to follow the advice when they perceived the agent as more intelligent (r(64) = .29, 
p = .02) and useful (r(64) = .53, p < .00). Trust (r(64) = − .42, p < .00) and willingness to 
follow the advice (r(64) =  − .26, p = .04) was higher when the participant was younger.

4  Discussion

The results of this study show that apologies including an expression of regret were most 
effective in repairing trust after a trust violation in a human-agent teaming setting. After 
an incorrect advice from the agent caused a decline in human trust, trust was only signifi-
cantly recovered when an expression of regret was included in the apology. This effect was 
stronger when an explanation was added.

Although expressing regret is typically perceived as a human-like quality, these results 
suggest that saying sorry also makes a difference in rebuilding trust when it comes from 
a non-human agent. In line with the CASA-paradigm, it indicates that the interpersonal 
custom of affective apologies can also benefit human-agent interaction [23]. Our findings 
are in line with studies that showed that computers expressing empathetic emotions were 
trusted more [3, 24, 44] and studies that find that people prefer to cooperate with virtual 
agents that express moral emotions [34]. These results support the notion that apology is 
an effective trust repair strategy in response to a competence-based trust violation [50]. 
Current findings contradict earlier findings that indicated that apologies where not effective 
when provided immediately after the agent broke trust [46].The important role of affect in 
trusting a non-human agent is strengthened by our finding that trust increased when partici-
pants perceived the agent as more human-like and likeable [57]. It suggests that a feeling of 
sincerity in the expression of regret by the non-human agent is the most important for trust 
repair. This aligns with the belief that affective aspects of trust have the most direct impact 
on behaviour, since people not only think about trust, but foremost feel it [9].This under-
lines the relevance of using engaging game environments rather than questionnaires only, 
since the former method induces physiological responses, increasing ecological validity. 
The immersiveness of the game environment used in the present study sets this study apart 
from simpler, more superficial questionnaire-based research and might explain why affect 
is the predominant factor in our results.

The findings on the effectiveness of the trust repair strategies including regret are some-
what ambiguous, since the trust violation is perceived differently across different partici-
pant groups. Although the participants were randomly assigned to each condition and their 
task was identical up to the point of the trust repair manipulation, the groups that received 
an apology including an expression of regret showed on average steeper declines in trust in 
response to the trust violation than the groups that did not. This results in counterintuitive 
outcomes in which the conditions without regret barely gain in trust after the manipulation, 
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but still end up with higher levels of trust on the final measurement. As such, the ‘nei-
ther regret nor explanation’ condition scores higher on final trust then the ‘both regret and 
explanation’ condition. However, taking the deviating levels of trust at T2 into account, the 
results show a steeper increase in trust in the trust repair phase when the agent provided an 
expression of regret opposed to when the agent did not provide an expression of regret in 
its apology. This increase is even steeper when the apology consists of both an expression 
of regret and an explanation, whereas the conditions without regret show no noteworthy 
rise in trust.

Beyond the generic effect of affect, the combination of both the expression of regret 
and an explanation proved to be the most effective trust repair strategy. This is in line with 
the interpersonal study of Scher and Darley [49], which showed that more apology com-
ponents led to more trust. Our findings are similar to those reported by Akgun et al. [1], 
who found that apologetic error messages that included both an expression of regret and an 
explanation had a positive effect. Offering an explanation without an expression of regret 
had no effect on trust repair. The absence of this effect may be due to the variability in 
the interpretation of the provided explanation, as became apparent during the debriefing. 
Some participants reported that they felt more comfortable after the explanation, as it gave 
more context and transparency, whereas others felt discomfort and suspicion when con-
fronted with the fallibility of the system and with the idea that the agent was functioning on 
the edge of its abilities. Even though transparent communication is an essential aspect for 
building trust in human-agent teams [2], this anecdotal evidence suggests that an explana-
tion does not automatically do so.

Generally, explanations contribute to transparency; as it is defined as the provision of 
information to help the human understand various aspects of agent functioning [27]. A 
recent study suggests that transparency should be compatible with the user’s mental model 
of the system in order to support accurate trust calibration [31]. A mental model is an inter-
nal representation in the mind of one actor about the characteristics of another actor [59]. 
Different forms of transparency might be needed dependent on whether the humans repre-
sentation of the system concerns an advanced tool or a teammate. Accordingly, personal-
ized feedback that highlights either the machine’s data-analytic capabilities (advanced tool) 
or its humanlike social functioning (teammate) provides a strategy for trust management 
[31]. In that sense, an explanation is far more complex than an expression of regret, as there 
is a wider range of possible underlying messages of the explanation and the way they are 
articulated. It would be interesting to include the human’s mental model of the system (i.e. 
tool versus teammate) as a mediating factor in follow-up research to reduce the variability. 
Future personalization could also focus on individual differences that can influence trust 
development and specially trust repair, such as people’s tendency to anthropomorphize [7, 
62], propensity to trust [21] and their attitudes and other implicit beliefs and biases towards 
automation [13, 31, 35, 36].

Even though our results clearly show the importance of affective factors, there are sev-
eral limitations that need to be taken into consideration. The first one concerns the partici-
pants, who were almost all students. The homogeneity of this group influences the repre-
sentativeness of the study and the generalizability of the results. We for example found a 
negative correlation between age and trust and age and advice taking, possibly suggesting 
different attitudes of different age groups towards artificial agents. A second limitation is 
the absence of a manipulation check. The agent offered one of four types of trust repair 
strategies: an expression of regret; an explanation; neither, or both. However, the condition 
where the agent offered neither of the apology components, it still acknowledged that the 
advice it gave was wrong. This could be interpreted as the agent taking direct responsibility 
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for its mistake and thus an apology component on its own. Nonetheless, this acknowledg-
ing statement was the baseline in every condition. So even if the baseline condition is 
observed as a form of apology, the other apology components proved to significantly more 
effective in repairing trust. A third limitation is that we only used one type of trust viola-
tion, i.e. a competence-based trust violation. Research suggests that the ground of the trust 
violation (i.e. competence, benevolence or integrity-based) matters in determining which 
trust repair approach would be the most effective. An interpersonal study on repairing cus-
tomer trust after negative publicity showed that emotional reactions are the most effective 
strategy when aiming to rebuild integrity and benevolence, and that providing sufficient 
information is essential for improving consumers’ judgment about competence [64]. In 
our study the incorrect advice resulted from the incorrect application of knowledge, which 
mostly resembles a competence-based trust violation. Accordingly, an explanation would 
be expected to best fit this type of violation [64]. Yet even with the current task design, 
affect proves to be the most influential factor in rebuilding trust. Even though we predict 
that affect would even be stronger in other types of violation, follow-up research is needed 
to investigate a wider range of trust violations and to determine whether the beneficial 
effects will last when the same apology is offered repeatedly. A last limitation concerns the 
ecological validity of the game and its specific content. In the current task the trust viola-
tion was induced by a confrontation with an enemy. Although this successfully caused a 
decline in trust, it is conceivable that the impact of the trust violation and trust repair strat-
egy in the game would differ from its impact in real-life. Possibly an even more immersive 
environment like virtual reality and a different task will trigger other psychological mecha-
nisms than we have addressed in the present study.

4.1  Implications

There is an ongoing debate about the appropriateness of providing humanized messages 
by a robot and how far anthropomorphism should go. The current results accords with 
the view that humans are more likely to collaborate with intelligent agents that show the 
human-like qualities and traits and which states and that, on a relational level, anthropo-
morphism can be beneficial [53]. As intelligent agents are increasingly deployed as intel-
ligent teammates, it seems useful to incorporate social skills into their design. These intel-
ligent teammates will be deployed in many contexts, including complex and unpredictable 
situations, like military operations and city traffic. Even though the technology evolves at 
a high rate, we must prepare for the inevitability of errors. This study contributes to deter-
mining what the psychosocial requirements are for the maintenance and repair of trust in 
human-agent teaming. Our results suggest that to retain trust in a human-agent team, the 
ability of actively repairing trust after an error or unintended action should be a funda-
mental part of the design of intelligent agents. In response to a trust violation, a successful 
active trust repair strategy should include an explanation for why the error occurred and an 
expression of regret. Future research in the field of affective computing could explore the 
potential of measuring the affective states of humans in real-time during their interaction 
with an agent. This would allow the agent to adapt its trust repair strategies to the type and 
the intensity of the emotional reaction to the violation, to ensure better calibration.

It is important to note that trust evolves in a complex individual, cultural, and organi-
zational context. Even though the appropriate trust repair strategy depends on many con-
textual factors such as the type, severity and frequency of the trust violation, it presumably 
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makes a difference if an intelligent agent offers an apology that is both affective, and infor-
mational in an attempt of rebuilding trust.
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